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ABSTRACT: This research evaluates the fouling mechanism of a microfiltration membrane for an oil-water system. 
The effect of applied pressure drop on the collected permeate volume was determined through different pore blocking 
models. The degree of membrane fouling was characterized by volume concentration factor and fouling percentage and 
the degree of membrane fouling was found to decrease with increase in applied pressure due to enhancement in the 
driving force. Various theoretical models such as complete pore blocking, standard pore blocking and intermediate pore 
blocking were analysed and it was found that the fouling mechanism was best described by intermediate pore blocking 
model with a higher value of regression coefficient (R2 = 0.96). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In the present decade, the treatment of oily wastewater through various membrane based separation processes such as 
microfiltration (MF), ultrafiltration (UF), nanofiltration (NF) and reverse osmosis (RO) have been taken into 
consideration to reduce the rest-oil concentrations in the discharge water [1]. Significant attentions have been paid to 
remove the residual oil from wastewater by using various membranes [2]. Among all these membranes ceramic 
membranes are most widely used due to their good chemical stability, mechanical strength, and long service life [3].  In 
spite of having so many potential advantages, one major problem associated with ceramic membrane is membrane 
fouling which adversely affects the membrane performance [4]. Fouling of membrane is generally caused due to 
hydrophobicity of the membrane surface which results into deposition of suspended or dissolved particles either inside 
the membrane pores or on the external surface of membrane. This subsequent deposition of suspended or dissolved 
particles leads to decline in permeates flux and membrane efficiency [5]. Unfortunately membrane fouling is inevitable 
during the course of continuous filtration process which severely reduce the permeate volume [6]. Therefore, cleaning 
of membrane is necessary in order to maintain a constant permeate flux. But sometimes, the cleaning has become 
difficult due to irreversible fouling which is caused due to partial blocking of membrane pores. As a result a fraction of 
the permeate flux is permanently lost [7]. It is therefore very necessary to evaluate different fouling mechanisms in 
order to study the permeate flux profile [8]. For this purpose, three basic pores blocking models such as pore narrowing 
model, internal fouling model and complete pore blocking model. In the present study, the performance of a ceramic 
membrane for filtration of an oily wastewater system is investigated through studying various pore blocking models. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 
 

The fouling experiment 
The fouling experiments was carried out by using a lab scale experimental set up comprises of a vertical feed reservoir, 
a membrane, a membrane holder, a high-pressure pump, a flowmeter and a permeate collection unit. The preparation of 
similar type of ceramic membrane was described in a previous study [9]. The applied pressure was varied from 196 to 
392 kPa whereas the cross flow velocity was maintained as 2.4 × 10-6 m3/s. The velocity and the operating pressure 
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were maintained by using a flow meter and a bypass valve. The effective surface area of membrane available for cross 
flow filtration was calculated as 0.0043 m2. The feed comprises of an emulsion of oil-water system is introduced from 
the top and filtrate was collected from the permeate side at predetermined time intervals. The residual oil concentration 
in the filtrate solution after the cross flow filtration experiment was determined by using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer 
(Chemito, Spectrascan 2600) at 211 nm. 
 
Determination of filtration parameters 
Different model parameters associated with cross flow filtration experiment were determined in order to characterize 
the filtration process and degree of membrane fouling. One of such parameter is cross flow filtration volume which 
gives a fair idea about mass transfer during the filtration process and it can be calculated by dividing the filtrate volume 
by cross sectional area of membrane at unit time as. 
 

A
Fv         (1) 

Where, v is the cross flow rate in m/s, F is the volumetric flowrate of filtrate in m3/s and A is the membrane area in m2.  
 

The degree of permeation during the course of filtration process was characterized by volume concentration factor 
(VCF) which was calculated as follows: 
 

R

P

V
VVCF 1       (2) 

Where, VP is the permeate volume or filtration volume in m3 produced at any time t (s) and VR is the retentate volume 
in m3. 
 
Measurement of degree of fouling 
The degree of membrane fouling was evaluated through flux decay coefficient of the prepared membrane (FD) and it 
was determined as: 

100
0

10 



J

JJFD      (3) 

Where, J0 is the initial flux at the beginning of the filtration process (m3/m2 s), and J1 is the permeate flux (m3/m2 s of 
the fouled membrane at various times 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Filtration parameters at various experimental conditions 
Various filtration parameters such as  volume concentration factor and degree of fouling were evaluated by varying 
the applied pressure from 196 to 392 kPa for a feed concentration of 100 mg/L and a cross flowrate of 2.4 × 10-6 m3/s 
as shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: The values of various filtration parameters 
 

Applied pressure (kPa) VCF FD (%) 
196 1.0757 26.6064 
294 1.1144 16.8605 
392 1.1814 12.1016 

 
The values of volume concentration factor (VCF) are found to be increased from 1.07 to 1.18 with the increase in 
applied pressure from 196 to 392 kPa. This behavior may be attributed to the enhancement of driving force with 
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increase in applied pressure which helps to produce comparatively larger permeate volume (VP, m3) and hence 
increase the VCF value [10]. It is further evident from Table 1 that the degree of fouling decreases from 26.60 to 
12.10% as the applied pressure is increased from 196 to 392 kPa. Generally the fouling of a membrane causes due to 
deposition of solute molecules on the membrane surface which offers an extra resistance to flow of permeate. On the 
other hand, with increase in applied pressure, helps to overcome the additional resistance offered by the deposited 
layer of solute molecules and hence increase the permeate flowrate by a small degree [11]. 
 
Evaluation of fouling mechanism 
The fouling mechanism was investigated through studying various fouling models at varying applied pressures. The 
models were fitted with the experimental data generated at various pressures for oil-water system. Four basic 
conventional fouling models such as, complete pore blocking, standard pore narrowing model and intermediate pore 
blocking models were investigated to study the fouling mechanism. In case of complete pore blocking models, pores 
on the membrane surface are chocked by the solute molecules and it results from irreversible fouling. The model can 
be described as follows [12]: 
 

tkJJ b  1
0

1 lnln      (4) 
In case of standard pore blocking, pores present in the internal membrane surface have become partially blocked due 
to tortuicity of the pore walls and this model can be described in the following way [13]: 

 
tkJJ s  5.0

0
5.0      (5) 

 
On the other hand, when solute molecules start settle one over another during the continuous filtration process 
resulting into partial pore blocking is called intermediate pore [14] 
 

tkJJ i  1
0

1      (6) 
 

In this study, three above mentioned pore blocking models were evaluated at varying applied pressures from 196 – 392 kPa and the 
corresponding models parameters were also determined at these conditions as shown in Table 1. In order to find out the best fitted 
model, a linear regression was carried out and the best fitted model was identified based on the value of linear regression 
coefficients (R2). The values of permeate flux (J0) evaluated at various experimental condition are also shown in Table 2 and it is 
evident from Table 2 that the value of permeate flux increases from 0.0002 to 0.0006 m3/m2-s with increase in applied pressure 
from 196 to 392 kPa.  

 
Table 2: Values of different pore blocking model parameters 

Complete pore 
blocking model 

Pressure (kPa) 
196 294 392 

J0 (m3/m2-s) 0.0002 0.0004 0.0006 
kb (s-1) 0.0003 0.0005 0.0004 
R2 0.9212 0.9449 0.9218 

Standard pore 
blocking model 

 

J0 (m3/m2-s) 0.0002 0.0004 0.0006 
ks (s0.5m-0.5) 0.0085 0.0139 0.0081 
R2 0.9273 0.9545 0.9311 
Intermediate 

pore blocking 
model 

 

J0 (m3/m2-s) 0.0002 0.0004 0.0006 
ki (m-1) 1.1623 1.5621 0.7191 
R2 0.9331 0.9623 0.9397 
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The possible reason may be during the filtration process, an additional layer of solute molecules get deposited on the 
membrane surface which will offer an extra resistance to the permeate flow and as a result a significant decline in the 
permeate flux may be observe. On the other hand, when the applied pressure is increased the driving force of mass 
transfer is also increased which enables to enhance the permeate flux. The similar behavior was also observed in a 
previous study [15]. It is further concluded from Table 1 that the intermediate pore blocking model is best fitted with 
the existing experimental data with higher value of regression coefficient (R2 = 0.9623). The fitting of different pore 
blocking models are also shown in Fig.1a to Fig. 1c for an initial solute concentration of 100 mg/L and for a filtration 
period of 600 second. Here also it can be seen that the intermediate pore blocking model offers a better fit in compare 
to other pore blocking models. The similar behavior was also observed in the previous literature [16].  
 

         
(a)                                                                                 (b) 

 

 
       (c) 

Fig. 1: The fitting of various pore blocking models with the experimental data (a) complete pore blocking model (b) standard pore 
blocking model (c) intermediate pore blocking model 
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IV.  CONCLUSION  
 

In this investigation, the fouling of the ceramic membrane has been studied through complete pore blocking, standard 
pore blocking and intermediate pore blocking model. The fouled membrane was characterized through a significant 
decline in the permeate flux which was partially recovered by increasing the applied pressure. Here, the phenomenon 
of membrane fouling was mainly characterized by two parameters namely volume concentration factor (VCF) and 
degree of fouling (FD). These parameters were evaluated at varying applied pressure and it was found that with 
increase in applied pressure from 196 to 392 kPa, the VCF value was increased from 1.07 to 1.18 due to enhancement 
in the driving force. On the other hand, degree of membrane fouling was found to be decreased from 26.60 to 12.10% 
with increase in applied pressure from 196 to 392 kPa. Three fouling models such as, complete pore blocking, 
standard pore blocking and intermediate pore blocking were fitted to experimental data and it was found that 
intermediate pore blocking model exhibited a better fit with a higher value of regression coefficient (R2 = 0.96). 
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